CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. CONTRACTOR SHALL CLEAN, PATCH, AND REPAIR ALL EXISTING SURFACES AND FINISHES TO REMAIN THAT ARE AFFECTED BY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL DISPOSE OF ALL DEMOLISHED MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL AND STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

3. PLAN DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND INTENDED FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING COMPLETELY, INCLUDING CUSHION (WHERE OCCURRING), ACCESSORIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS, FROM ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL NEW FLOORING AS SPECIFIED IN ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING. PROVIDE AND INSTALL TRANSITION STRIPS AS SPECIFIED AT ALL FLOORING TRANSITIONS.

6. ALL METEORS MUST HAVE CLEAR SILICONE CAULK TO ENSURE NO WATER MAY PERMEATE THE UNDERSIDE OF FLOORING.

GENERAL NOTES

CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO BIDDING, AND NOTIFY MSU PROJECT MANAGER IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

KEYED NOTES

1. RESET EXISTING Bifold Door Track as Required. Remove Existing Flooring Where It Extends Under The Track. Install Flooring Under Track Before Reinstalling Track.

2. Transition Strip. Provide Transition Strip Between All Dissimilar Flooring Materials Whether Keyed or Not.

LEGEND

- INDICATES AREAS TO BE CARPETED, AS SPECIFIED.
- INDICATES AREA OF LUXURY VINYL TILE
- INDICATES AREA OF BROADLOOM CARPET
GENERAL NOTES

CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO BID SUBMITTAL AND TO NOTIFY MSU PROJECT MANAGER IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. CONTRACTOR SHALL CLEAN, PATCH, AND REPAIR ALL EXISTING SURFACES AND FINISHES TO REMAIN THAT ARE AFFECTED BY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL DISPOSE OF ALL DEMOLISHED MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL AND STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

3. PLAN DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND INTENDED FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING COMPLETELY, INCLUDING CUSHION (WHERE OCCURRING), ACCESSORIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS, FROM ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL NEW FLOORING AS SPECIFIED IN ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW CARPET, PROVIDE AND INSTALL TRANSITION STRIPS AS SPECIFIED AT ALL FLOORING TRANSITIONS.

6. ALL WET EDGES MUST HAVE CLEAR SILICONE CAULK TO ENSURE NO WATER MAY PERMEATE THE UNDERSIDE OF FLOORING.

LEGEND

- INDICATES AREAS TO BE CARPETED, AS SPECIFIED.
- INDICATES AREA OF LUXURY VINYL TILE.

KEYED NOTES

1. RESET EXISTING BI-FOLD DOOR TRACK AS REQUIRED, REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING WHERE IT EXTENDS UNDER THE TRACK, INSTALL FLOORING UNDER TRACK BEFORE REINSTALLING TRACK.

2. TRANSITION STRIP, PROVIDE TRANSITION STRIP BETWEEN ALL DISSIMILAR FLOORING MATERIALS WHETHER KEYED OR NOT.
GENERAL NOTES

CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO BID SUBMITTAL AND TO NOTIFY MSU PROJECT MANAGER IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. CONTRACTOR SHALL CLEAN, PATCH, AND REPAIR ALL EXISTING SURFACES AND FINISHES TO REMAIN THAT ARE AFFECTED BY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL DISPOSE OF ALL DEMOLISHED MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL AND STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

3. PLAN DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND INTENDED FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING COMPLETELY, INCLUDING CUSHION (WHERE OCCURRING), ACCESSORIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS, FROM ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL NEW FLOORING AS SPECIFIED IN ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING. PROVIDE AND INSTALL TRANSITION STRIPS AS SPECIFIED AT ALL FLOORING TRANSITIONS.

6. ALL WET EDGES MUST HAVE CLEAR SILICONE CAULK TO ENSURE NO WATER MAY PERMEATE THE UNDERSIDE OF FLOORING.

LEGEND

- INDICATES AREAS TO BE CARPETED, AS SPECIFIED.
- INDICATES AREA OF LUXURY VINYL TILE

KEYED NOTES

1. RESET EXISTING BFCLD DOOR TRACK AS REQUIRED. REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING WHERE IT EXTENDS UNDER THE TRACK. INSTALL FLOORING UNDER TRACK BEFORE REINSTALLING TRACK.

2. TRANSITION STRIP. PROVIDE TRANSITION STRIP BETWEEN ALL DISSIMILAR FLOORING MATERIALS WHETHER KEYED OR NOT.
GENERAL NOTES
CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO BID SUBMITTAL AND TO NOTIFY MSU PROJECT MANAGER IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES
1. CONTRACTOR SHALL CLEAN, PATCH, AND REPAIR ALL EXISTING SURFACES AND FINISHES TO REMAIN THAT ARE AFFECTED BY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL DISPOSE OF ALL DEMOLISHED MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL AND STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

3. PLAN DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND INTENDED FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING COMPLETELY, INCLUDING CUSHION (WHERE OCCURRING), ACCESSORIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS, FROM ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL NEW FLOORING AS SPECIFIED IN ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING, PROVIDE AND INSTALL TRANSITION STRIPS AS SPECIFIED AT ALL FLOORING TRANSITIONS.

6. ALL WET EDGES MUST HAVE CLEAR SILICONE CAULK TO ENSURE NO WATER MAY PERMEATE THE UNDERSIDE OF FLOORING.

LEGEND
- Indicates areas to be carpeted, as specified.
- Indicates area of luxury vinyl tile

KEYED NOTES
1. Reset existing bi-fold door track as required, remove existing flooring where it extends under the track. Install flooring under track before reinstalling track.

2. Transition strip. Provide transition strip between all dissimilar flooring materials whether keyed or not.
GENERAL NOTES
CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO BID SUBMISSION AND TO NOTIFY MSU PROJECT MANAGER IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES
1. CONTRACTOR SHALL CLEAN, PATCH, AND REPAIR ALL EXISTING SURFACES AND FINISHES TO REMAIN THAT ARE AFFECTED BY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.
2. CONTRACTOR SHALL DISPOSE OF ALL DEMOLISHED MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL AND STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.
3. PLAN DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND INTENDED FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.
4. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING COMPLETELY, INCLUDING CUSHION (WHERE OCCURRING), ACCESSORIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS, FROM ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING.
5. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL NEW FLOORING AS SPECIFIED IN ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING. PROVIDE AND INSTALL TRANSITION STRIPS AS SPECIFIED AT ALL FLOORING TRANSITIONS.
6. ALL WET EDGES MUST HAVE CLEAR SILICONE Caulk TO ENSURE NO WATER MAY PERMEATE THE UNDERSIDE OF FLOORING.

LEGEND
- INDICATES AREAS TO BE CARPETED, AS SPECIFIED.
- INDICATES AREA OF LUXURY VINYL TILE

KEYED NOTES
1. RESET EXISTING Bi-FOLD DOOR TRACK AS REQUIRED. REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING WHERE IT EXTENDS UNDER THE TRACK. INSTALL FLOORING UNDER TRACK BEFORE REINSTALLING TRACK.
2. TRANSITION STRIP. PROVIDE TRANSITION STRIP BETWEEN ALL DISSIMILAR FLOORING MATERIALS WHETHER KEYED OR NOT.
GENERAL NOTES
CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO BID SUBMITTAL AND TO NOTIFY MSU PROJECT MANAGER IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES
1. CONTRACTOR SHALL CLEAN, PATCH, AND REPAIR ALL EXISTING SURFACES AND FINISHES TO REMOVE THAT ARE AFFECTED BY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL DISPOSE OF ALL DEMOLISHED MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL AND STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

3. PLAN DIMENSIONS ARE APPROPRIATE AND INTENDED FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING COMPLETELY, INCLUDING CUSHION (WHERE OCCURRING), ACCESSORIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS, FROM ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL NEW FLOORING AS SPECIFIED IN ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING. PROVIDE AND INSTALL TRANSITION STRIPS AS SPECIFIED AT ALL FLOORING TRANSITIONS.

6. ALL WET EDGES MUST HAVE CLEAR SILICONE CAULK TO ENSURE NO WATER MAY PERMEATE THE UNDERSIDE OF FLOORING.

LEGEND

- INDICATES AREAS TO BE CARPETED
- INDICATES AREA OF LUXURY VINYL TILE
- INDICATES AREA OF BROADLOOM CARPET

KEYED NOTES
1. TRANSITION STRIP, PROVIDE TRANSITION STRIP BETWEEN ALL DISMILAR FLOORING MATERIALS WHETHER KEYED OR NOT.
GENERAL NOTES

CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO BID SUBMITTAL AND TO NOTIFY MSU PROJECT MANAGER IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. CONTRACTOR SHALL CLEAN, PATCH, AND REPAIR ALL EXISTING SURFACES AND FINISHES TO REMAIN THAT ARE AFFECTED BY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL DISPOSE OF ALL DEMOLISHED MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL AND STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

3. PLAN DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND INTENDED FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING COMPLETELY, INCLUDING CUSHION (WHERE OCCURRING), ACCESSORIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS, FROM ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL NEW FLOORING AS SPECIFIED IN ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING. PROVIDE AND INSTALL TRANSITION STRIPS AS SPECIFIED AT ALL FLOORING TRANSITIONS.

6. ALL CUT EDGES MUST HAVE CLEAR SILICONE CAULK TO ENSURE NO WATER MAY PERMEATE THE UNDERSIDE OF FLOORING.

LEGEND

- INDICATES AREAS TO BE CARPETED, AS SPECIFIED
- INDICATES AREA OF LUXURY VINYL TILE

KEYED NOTES

A TRANSITION STRIP, PROVIDE TRANSITION STRIP BETWEEN ALL DISSIMILAR FLOORING MATERIALS WHETHER KEYED OR NOT.
GENERAL NOTES

CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING CONDITIONS PRIOR TO BID SUBMITTAL AND TO NOTIFY MSU PROJECT MANAGER IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. CONTRACTOR SHALL CLEAN, PATCH, AND REPAIR ALL EXISTING SURFACES AND FINISHES TO REMAIN THAT ARE AFFECTED BY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL DISPOSE OF ALL DEMOLISHED MATERIALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL AND STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

3. PLAN DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND INTENDED FOR ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY EXISTING CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

4. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING COMPLETELY, INCLUDING CUSHION (WHERE OCCURRING), ACCESSORIES AND RELATED COMPONENTS, FROM ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL NEW FLOORING AS SPECIFIED IN ALL AREAS INDICATED TO RECEIVE NEW FLOORING. PROVIDE AND INSTALL TRANSITION STRIPS AS SPECIFIED AT ALL FLOORING TRANSITIONS.

6. ALL WET EDGES MUST HAVE CLEAR SILICONE Caulk TO ENSURE NO WATER MAY PERMEATE THE UNDERSIDE OF FLOORING.

LEGEND

- INDICATES AREAS TO BE CARPETED, AS SPECIFIED.

- INDICATES AREA OF LUXURY VINYL TILE

KEYED NOTES

1. RESET EXISTING BFOLD DOOR TRACK AS REQUIRED, REMOVE EXISTING FLOORING WHERE IT EXTENDS UNDER THE TRACK. INSTALL FLOORING UNDER TRACK BEFORE REINSTALLING TRACK.

2. TRANSITION STRIP - PROVIDE TRANSITION STRIP BETWEEN ALL DISSIMILAR FLOORING MATERIALS WHETHER KEYED OR NOT.